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Paul Hostovsky
Boxy Poem for Mr. Beck

Mr. Beck taught gym and sex education 
back when there wasn’t a curriculum per 
se. So he mostly punted in the classroom, 
relating blow-by-blow what he and his wife 
had done the night before. It was x-rated 
and educational. You had to hand it to him 
for thinking outside the box that was our 
classroom; the box that was our high school; 
the box that was our life in small town USA. 
In gym we all did fifty pushups while Beck 
walked among us, shirtless, like a gardener 
coaxing a crop of callisthenic chrysanthemums 
pushing up. He praised the virtue of the pushup, 
said you could do them anywhere, anytime. 
He said he did them all the time in his office
between classes, in his bedroom between sex 
with his wife, and for all he knew he would 
be doing pushups in his coffin after he died. 
We could tell just by looking at his pecs that 
he wasn’t bullshitting us. For all he knew we 
didn’t love Mr. Beck. But we dearly believed him.
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I like this guy
before we even meet.
He’s the only one
who called me back, and then
he wipes his feet
for a very long time
on the mat
before coming inside
with a little bow
and setting out bravely
for the upstairs bathroom
a few steps behind me
like a lieutenant
or a constable. I look up
‘meticulous’ after he leaves
and am startled to find
it comes from fear
in Latin. Because he seemed so
fearless, knowledgeable,
mindful of the whole long
history of flood. He was
a very good listener. “It could be
the spindle in your shower valve,
or it could be something
in the drain assembly,” he said
as he drew the bath,
then drew a wrench
from his plumber’s belt
and climbed into my tub. His entry
in the yellow pages
was the humblest
of all the plumber ads
with their splashy logos
and trite slogans. It read, simply:
C. Bowen, Plumber,
with a number
that rolled off my fingers

Paul Hostovsky
C. Bowen, Plumber
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like an arpeggio.
He nailed it in under
an hour. And his bill
which has come in today’s mail
like a coda
is simply too beautiful
to contemplate.
Honda Pavarotti
 after Hoagland

My Aunt Hannah loved Pavarotti
so when she came to Boston for the second
opinion on the leg, he was belting it out
on the tape deck in my car parked live
outside the diabetes hospital. Live parking
is when your body waits in your car
the way a soul waits in a body idling
in a hospital. And when the doctor said
she would have to lose the leg or else
we would surely lose Aunt Hannah and that
was his expert opinion for which he surely
would charge an arm and a leg, she looked
like a book you can’t read because it’s closed
and leaning its stiff and fraying spine against
the closed book of your cousin walking slowly
beside her toward your car. So what I did was
I cranked up the volume because I knew
my Aunt Hannah loved Pavarotti, but after
she’d lowered the wreck-in-progress of her
body into the front seat, she angrily clicked
the music off. And the aria died right there
in the dead air of my car. So I put it in drive and
we went screeching out of there without a word.
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When Bennie curses Shakespeare’s name
JD closes his eyes and says
nothing—remembers an old
bearded dude who lived and loved it
storming the otherwise dim classroom, reading
softly then loudly, his voice rolling out like
rich liquor—then Larry coughs and spits
and lays damnation on mathematics—
says X and Y and KY ain’t no numbers
worth a poot, that a circle is a circle
not worth measuring across—and JD
goes back in grey matter
to sawing notches in curves of wood
and using fishing line to make extra-credit
geometric string art just to pass Geometry
since the wrinkled and kindly teacher-lady cut him slack
for his slack—in jumps Jake hissing over rules against
hats and cussing and sleeping and fighting and he
hated every principal and vice-principal
while Bennie and Larry middle-finger the air
in agreement—but JD smiles at the way one time
the crew-cutted discipline dude was on the phone
when he was sent in and paused saying
think up your lie while I finish this call
and I’ ll be right with you and the two of them
laughed at the whopper he spun when asked
what the issue was this time but what really
jiggles the old brain cells with fire for JD
the thing he tells them is God’s truth
is the day during Winter Carnival
when nobody else would represent the seniors
at lunchtime as a wildly enthusiastic
PE teacher held an Oreo stacking contest
and he of all people got up for some reason
and his back table boys watched as he JD
stepped up grabbing five at a time in his
big mitts while all the whiz kids delicately

Scott T. Hutchinson
That Place Back There
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placed one cookie after another on shaky
worthless toppling towers with him propping
eight handfuls quick as you please
for a school record forty cookies
the whole place howling his name
his picture appearing next day in the local paper
and so now JD alpha-dogs and hushes the crew with his
awe and insistence saying high school was a
damn good thing people tried hell they tried
to share something righteous and everybody pauses
as the old mist clears then the Boss-man overseeing them yells
Time to get back to work clearing that ditch
and their orange worksuits all burn brighter than the sun
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 A place where in the mail almost daily comes a notification that yet 
another ex-convict just released from jail for murder, rape, child molestation, 
assault, etc. has just moved into the neighborhood, and that “They’re perfectly 
able to function normally in society,”—Case from Arcade to Payne; 

 Where in a span of only two weeks, three separate instances of rape 
make it to the local news, three blocks from the hundred-something year old 
run-down, blue and white house I once called “home” in the middle of the 
ghetto—Payne and Case; 

 You can walk down the street and pass by a young mother and her six- 
year-old son and hear the child saying that he wanted to smoke a blunt, calling 
his mother a “bitch,” “whore,” “skank,” and “slut” for telling him not to ask the 
man at the corner, waiting for the bus for a drag of his cigarette-Payne; 

 My childhood friend’s mom was point-blank murdered—stabbed to 
death by her boyfriend in the comfort of her own upper level duplex home, my 
friend watching and listening in horror from the next room, just four houses 
down from the house I grew up in—Lawson; 

 Friends can be throwing a late night party, having a blast, and on a 
smoke break overhear an argument escalate into a gunshot, followed by shouts 
of agony from the next alley over, and when the cops are called, they only 
question “What happened and where?”—between Cook and Lawson; 

 A local boy was set on fire by a man in the middle of the day at the 
popular playground just down the street from where I live now four blocks from 
my oldest brother and his wife and four stepchildren—Edgerton.

 A place where, on any given day it’s not uncommon to see a drunkard 
riding the city bus, unsure of where he is, where he’s going, or where he came 
from, or go for a walk around Phalen Lake and see enough littler and Eurasian 
water milfoil polluting the water to know that any of the few surviving fish 
caught from its waters would be toxic to eat. 

 It’s not uncommon, on any given day, that if you walk around 
downtown, you’re bound to encounter at least three homeless people per block, 

Erynn Norris
East St. Paul
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and even more crack addicts roaming around with a tattered coat pulled around 
them and dirt caking their face, begging for your spare change for food when 
they’d actually spend it on another alcohol or drug fix. 

 It wouldn’t be anything new to me if I were to walk to the bus stop 
by myself and have at least two cars pull over to the curb I’m on to ask me, 
“How much?” or “Need a ride?,” or honk at me and yell something vulgar 
or suggestive out the window as they drive by, as if any decent-looking girl 
standing on the street had to be easy or a prostitute. 

 It wouldn’t be news to me if the Super America gas station two blocks 
from my house was to be robbed at gunpoint, or a drive-by shooting was in the 
news for casualties or injuries, and I could recognize the scenery behind the 
news reporter on site, giving the story because it happened just a few
blocks down the road. 

 East St. Paul: a place that 31,511 people call “home.”
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City sits on tips of tongues,
licking her way down.
Braces of train tracks and electric wires,
running tongue, licking teeth.
She fucks, and she fucks hard.
Skyscrapers and the man
on Belmont and the expressway
with a coin cup.
And her sisters saying no thanks,
I don’t do that stuff
to junkie cousins.
It’s a rough kind of admiration.
It hurts.

Ariana Uding
City Portrait #1
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Cruising at eighty miles per hour,
two-door coupe, blood shot eyes
that pristine cowboy hat above a stiff collar,
still flecked from a morning haircut.
You’re getting old, Tom,
too old for that blonde sitting next to you—
on top of you,
with her head bobbing, bobbing, bobbing.
Your hands shaking, blue veins showing
through papery skin.
Keep them on the wheel, Tom,
steer through the dust and sand
through the heat and asphalt.
Eyes closed now, neck muscles tightened to cords,
hands clinging like hell to the wheel.
And the coupe goes flying
your sweet, sweet coupe, into the arroyo.
She clamps down, you scream,
but in this space no one can hear you.
And the suitcase, a big fancy Samsonite,
chartreuse,
takes flight from its rear window position
and finds your fleshy neck.
Later, they’ll find you, dust and blood
and a suitcase filled with
diamonds, money, six shooter
near a cute blonde with a bloody mouth.

William B. Wright
Tom Mix
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This tray looks like one in my grandmother’s breakfront. We have so much stuff 

on the walls. Only forty dollars for hammered brass. Get it if you love it. The 

owner imports all his merchandise from Turkey. It looks good over the sofa. It 

could fall and hit the baby. How about over the piano. The pattern looks like 

a flower. It’s starting to turn brownish. Who has time to polish I barely have 

time to floss. That’s the problem with stuff it needs upkeep. What about your 

collection of beer clocks. At least they have symbolic value. You make binge 

drinking sound poetic. You make hoarding an art form. We need more color 

over the piano. Move the tray to the bedroom. It won’t go with the Shaker 

dresser. Who says everything needs to “go.” It’s too ethnic looking. I thought 

that’s what you liked about it. I have a right to change my mind. We can use it 

to slide down the hill when it snows. You think you’re funny. I’m just saying. 

Put it on the top shelf please I can’t reach. There’s no room our winter stuff is 

up there. Google the number for Salvation Army. When they come for the tray 

give them the merry-go-round horse your college roommate left. Wait stop the 

car. Do you need a bathroom. I never pass up an antique mall. We’ll be late for 

brunch with your sister. Ten minutes max. Fine you’re the one she’ll be pissed 

at. This bowl looks like one in my grandmother’s breakfront.

Liz Drayer
House Beautiful
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Cliffs in the garage, struggling to open an oil can.
I'm sweating over my homework.
Once more, Martha's in her bedroom
being terrified by "The Book Of Revelations."
Father is giving the grass
a good old fashioned butch-cut.
Scrub by scrub, ache by ache,
a rough wire brush, a linoleum floor,
are taking our mother away.

And down the street strides the mad woman
with the fuzzy hair and the nicotine teeth.
What's she after this time.
Some talk. A drop of oil. A handful of grass.
Maybe the dirt that willing hands lift from the kitchen floor.
She sings, "We're sinners, we're lost,"
as she dances on the sidewalk.
Martha takes her as a sign.

The mailman's less didactic.
In the box slips a letter that wants Cliff all to himself,
and a bill that doesn't care who pays.
Cars are sparse, usually neighbors.
Though there in the sky, on top of its noise,
floats the traffic helicopter.
Perhaps this one gives the suburban variety of report.
"Lawns are being cut, books read, homework ignored,
housework done, and there's a mad woman
doing a jig outside number 113."

Maybe she had a life just like ours once,
a replay of everybody else's.
And then it fell apart.
One son drank the oil.
The other set fire to the homework.
Her husband cut his toes.
She ruptured her knees, broke her back

John Grey
Mad Woman of Surburbia
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with just one corner left to scrub.
And worst of all her daughter
scratched "666" on the front of her house.
And the mad woman before her danced a jig out in front of it.
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In the dark no colors can exist,
only silhouettes. It’s true,
the cones in your eyes that produce
the infinite mixtures of reds, blues, greens, yellows
in order to create periwinkles, sea foam greens, scarlets, tickle me pinks
are blinded by the lack of light bouncing in, through and on.

Only black can be seen, and the countless shades of gray.
But instead of names, example the reds:
crimson, maroon, lava, sienna, candy apple, sangria, rose
we label them only with numbers:
Value One-White. Value Ten-Black
and everything in between.

So as my once caramel hand glides obliviously across
the no longer cream ceiling all I see are the grays.
Hand Value-Six. Ceiling-Three.
The chipped charcoal nail polish jumps between eight and nine
and the shadows continue to forever be what they are—shadows, a ten.

Even if I close my eyes to enter my mind painted 
with coral, amber, flame, terra cotta, sapphire, 
myrtle, jade, olive, lilac, eggplant, copper, 
when I open my eyes 
it’ll all return to gray.

And I’ll like here and count every shade 
until dawn brings the color again.

Stefani Wright
Photography: Silhouettes and Grays
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to Angel Fire, New Mexico:
a dog crosses the road,
then a rat, and then nothing.
More nothing. Stars shoot,
so my high beams are all
I am sure of, with a man,
not long dead, here beside me.
Follow the eagle, he says,
not the crow. I am trying,
I say, and he passes a pipe.
Were it not for his presence,
I’d be, I might be,
just a moth on the window,
a deer on the side of the road.

Thea Lawson
Raton to Eagle’s Nest
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because your leg rubs against mine
underneath the wobbly dinner table 
of Sue’s diner 
that smells of grease and cigarettes

the friction of jeans grates my nerves 
reminds me of times when 
your leg was your hand 
and my leg was my hand

once again i am starving

i devour my own organs
consume the ventricles of my own heart
in an attempt to erase
the way your lips brushed my hair

when i wasn’t confined to this chair
and your ring glistened on my finger
because you were strong enough to call me yours
and i was weak enough to call you mine

Mikaela Cook
i am dying from famine
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1. RE: Television

the actress that plays the high school student on TV 
is actually 24, you can tell sometimes on the corners 
of her mouth when she laughs.

hours add up as sediment layers 
my jeans canyon into pockets 
and stairs, Linda has a blueprint 
to build a star drive warp engine.

“time dilates as the speed
of light approaches,” she says
and so do her pupils as we carve a blind spot
through starless gaps of space
no one sees our brake lights

On the spaceship’s living room coffee table 
Linda makes eyes out of dimes and hair-ties 
she says, “I don’t wanna live trying 
to convince my body not to die.”

2. RE: Rebirth

when my body dies, 
my atoms and Linda’s atoms 
do-si-do to folk ballads 
at a honky-tonk

with a dance floor the shape of the shadow 
of Oklahoma, a sun-surface 
of hardwood floors

John Thornburg
Oklahoma Two-Part Poem
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Travelling Light: 
A Selection of Poems by Ann Struthers

Introduction: Dr. Terry Heller
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The Coe Review Press was born on a bus in the fall of 1991. Ann and I found 
ourselves rolling northward, helping to chaperone several hundred Coe College 
students, then called freshmen.  My memory is that during this trip from Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa toward Spring Green, Wisconsin, the weather was blustery, leaning 
more toward winter than anyone had hoped when planning what was then part 
of an extended freshmen orientation.  I think that was the year that the American 
Players Theatre did Shakespeare for us under a giant, wind-blown tent instead of 
in their rustic outdoor theatre.

But my memory isn’t perfectly reliable, except that I am virtually certain that the 
idea for the Coe Review Press entered our imaginations on that bus on that day, 
while most of the students were sleeping. Ann is so generous of spirit that she 
probably would say the press was my idea, but I believe we invented it together 
and that she was the prime inspiration.

I remember that the spark of life came from the group of poems she was writing 
then about the gathering of American writers and intellectuals in Concord, 
Massachusetts in the 1840s and 1850s, among them Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, the Alcott family, especially Louisa May, Margaret Fuller, 
and Henry David Thoreau. These poems are powerful biographical vignettes that 
remind us of the fragile humanity of classic writers who have become mere names 
for most readers.

I remember lamenting that these poems were not collected, that I could not 
use them easily in my American literature courses. And Ann bemoaned the 
near impossibility of finding a publisher for this sort of collection.  Desk-top 
publishing, still a new idea,
suggested itself, and we realized that with a modest investment, we could produce 
and print this collection without all of the complications and delays that come 
with commercial publication.

We realized even then that if we succeeded with this book, there were others 
we would want to publish. We dreamed beyond what we could accomplish, of 
course; our aim became a series of small publications to call attention to the 
fine group of writers working and learning at Coe College.  First, though, we 
determined to publish Ann’s poems.

Ann Struthers & the Coe Review
Terry Heller
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It took us a long but exciting year, which included one of the great summers of my 
life. Ann sent me off for three weeks of rattling around New England in a navy 
Datsun without air-conditioning, while living in a tent at KOA (there’s a motif 
here), except for the weekend I spent in Maine with Charles and Martha Cannon.  
Mostly I was in Concord and environs, with a sheaf of Ann’s poems under my 
arm.  I met wonderful people, visited the sites associated with Ann’s authors, and 
took hundreds of inexpert photographs, three of which proved useful for the 
book. Ann’s collection, The Alcott Family Arrives, appeared early in 1993. A few 
years later, Ann and I found ourselves teaching the Concord writers together, and 
eventually there was a Thursday Forum series based on her poems.

I wish we had been more sophisticated publishers. We had good luck with the 
first book and also with the second, R. D. Drexler’s moving collection of poems, 
My Father Becomes the Wind (1995).  Both were financed by the poor (Ann and 
me) and designed by amateurs (also us). The remaining CRP publications that 
we were responsible for looked much better, though, partly because Coe College 
helped with the financing and, especially, because the kind and skillful Carol Butz 
handled the design and printing. Holding On and Letting Go: An Anthology of Coe 
College Writers (1996) showcased faculty and staff writers and artists. Turning Up 
the Leaves: A Sesquicentennial Miscellany of Coe College Alumni Writing (2000) 
enlisted the further talents and wisdom of David Goodwin and Bob Marrs to 
gather fine writing and graphics from Coe alums.

Though I no longer remember the date, my understanding is that the Ann and 
Mel Struthers Fund for the support of English and Creative Writing programs 
was established in part to honor Ann’s many contributions to writing at Coe, one 
of which was her work on these books.

Our most recent book together was another selection of Ann’s poems, the delightful 
What You Try to Tame (2004), poems inspired by her Fulbright lectureship in Sri 
Lanka. For more than twenty years, we have been friends and colleagues.  Her 
intelligence, enthusiasm, wisdom and writing have been rich gifts.  I am grateful.  
Perhaps there are more CRP books in our future, but we can be sure of the 
continuing pleasures of friendship.
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I remember their courageous laughter
echoing down hospital corridors;
I see Lila San Domingo after
surgery, after radiation, more
alive than my friends back home at school Snow
fell soft and deep that winter - Shirley Byrd
diminished daily as she watched it grow.
Her mother never uttered the hard word
leukemia.  Todd flirted with the nurses.
“After chemotherapy, no hair grew,”
his mom said. He whirled his wheelchair. Curses
locked his teeth. Friends of my childhood, you
keep your narrow rooms shut against Spring’s air,
Rain washes your bones. Grass grows from your hair.

Ann Struthers
Friends of my Childhood
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Adolescent white pelicans squawk, rustic, flap their wings
lift off in a ragged spiral at imaginary danger.
What danger on this island in the middle
of Marble Lake? They’re off to feel
the lift of wind under their iridescent wings,
because they were born to fly
because they have nothing else to do,
because wind and water are their elements,
their Bach, their Homer,  Shakespeare,
and Spielberg. They wheel over the lake,
the little farms, the tourist village with their camera eyes.

In  autumn something urges
them toward Texas marshes. They follow
their appetites and instincts, unlike the small beetles
creeping along geometric roads, going toward small boxes
toward lives as narrow or as wide as the pond,
as glistening or as gray as the sky.
They do not know why. They fly, they fly.

Ann Struthers
Not Knowing Why
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The winter of 1851 was snug, tight,
snow heaving its waves over Massachusetts.
Melville awoke with a “sea-feeling...”
The frost on his windows left only
a small, clear glass in the middle.
It was like “a port-hole of a ship
in the Atlantic.”   He wrote, “My room
seems a ship’s cabin; & at nights
when I wake up & hear the wind shrieking,
I almost fancy there is too much sail
on the house.”

At Arrowhead, Melville was up at eight,
tramped to the barn and poured out bran
for the horses, their hot breath
warming its rafters.   His corn knife
sliced pumpkins for the cow.   She munched
them, contented as cream, drooling the seeds
and looking up at the sailor with great
South Seas eyes.   Augusta and Helen, his sisters
who were his copyists, served his breakfast
in the kitchen; then he clumped
up the back stairs to his cold study,
the desk before the windows looking out
over the double ridges of Mount Greylock.

He laid the fire, lifting recalcitrant logs
with a harpoon poker—below him the sounds
of the household chores, his four sisters,
his wife Elizabeth, his tyrannical mother,
their high collars buttoned under their proper chins.
The Tahitian flames in his fireplace danced,
and those other fires, melting down whale blubber,
flared, leaped, translated hell, and Melville
wrote steadily till 2:30.

Ann Struthers
Writing Moby-Dick
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Thoreau found “incessant labor with the hands
the best way to remove palaver from one’s style.”
Borrowed an axe from Alcott to cut timbers
for his cabin. Alcott was more loquacious
than sparrows, his prose prolongating
as his rambles, random, thick
as purple thistles on his farm.
Thoreau felled enough trees,
trimmed, barked, and notched them,
then sat at the grindstone, spat on the edge
to whet the surface, held the blade
at a steady angle, pedalled furiously,
listened to the hard, wet lip
talk to the blade, remembered its rhythm,
returned the axe sharper
than he found it, his prose stronger.

Ann Struthers
Alcott’s Axe
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When Abigail Alcott died, Louisa May and her father
prepared to publish her journals—
she of the grey cloak and unfashionable bonnet
worn like her principles, the first 
paid social worker in America 
who reported to the rich benefactresses 
that she found the Irish immigrants dirty, 
ragged, hungry, that her investigation 
of causes showed that they were not stupid, 
drunken, shiftless.  “Tell your husbands 
to pay their workers 
a living wage!”

In Little Women Louisa May had given her
a fictive servant, an absent husband
fighting in the Union Army
because the real husband
indulged in utopian schemes
for eating, farming, education,
spent money wildly when he had it;
bought fine ivory paper, thick as clotted cream,
heavy enough to bear the weight of his philosophy;
didn’t pay his bills.   Could tell from the sound
of the knock which angry creditor was pounding.

Louisa, builder of pastel worlds
where everyone was more or less good,
found in her mother’s journals
anger black as ink, resentment bone white,
and bitterness underlined and blotted.
She and Bronson built a fire
in the grate and watched the pages curl
into black roses, heard rage roar up the chimney.

Ann Struthers
Mother and Marmee
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Coleridge, scholar, was reading Spinoza,
so when Walsh, reliable spy sent by
the Home Office, quizzed locals, “Who? Why?
tramping about? taking notes on the sly!”
Coleridge found out and renamed him Spy Nozy.

Suspicious “Sett of Violent Democrats 
gathered around Tom Poole, surely a gang,” 
Walsh reported. Poole’s and Coleridge’s names
were known as radicals, but Coleridge’s sang—
froid prevailed. He chuckled; they were saucy cats

of brighter stripe, not traitors. The Concern 
had been their title. Now, amused, he, 
William Wordsworth and his sister, Dorothy, 
Coleridge’s wife, Sarah, and baby, Hartley, 
adopted the damning sobriquet and turned

it to their own. Criminally drastic,
they meant to kidnap British poetry,
bring in common speech, shepherds, country
people, peddlers. And imaginary
snakes, ghost ships, spirits. Raise the fantastic

Lucy, violet by a stone, Kubla Khan, 
Ancient Mariner, emerging by their hands.

Ann Struthers
Colderidge and Wordsworth’s Gang

Somerset, August 1797
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American and Kuwati Women at Mai’s Party

Ann Struthers
Dancing Among Women

When the door closes behind the Sheik
Mai whips off her head covering,
as do the other women,
shaking loose their thick, black hair.
Like nuns freed
from their habits and coifs,
they come to life, chatter like birds.
—even the old grandmother tries
her few words of English.
I try my Arabic.

After the banquet
someone turns on the stereo
and intesne Arabian music throbs.
The Kuwaiti women kick away
the Persian rugs,
kick off their Italian shoes,
and dance—solo—
short, fast, hesitating steps.
Their hands dance, too.
They tie long black scarves
around their hips
and rotate,
rotate their stomach muscles.
Belly dancer!
these modest Moslem matrons!
They tie the scarves around us,
and we dance awkward,
but feel the desert sun,
hear the flutes,
bump with the heart beats
on drumheads
made from fine sheep vellum.
We dance the rhythms 
of this place of the past
where the dust of our ancestors
dances. We dance and dance.
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They open their mouths
with wild, high-pitched cries,
trilling their tongues;
they ululate, ululate, ululate.
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Phlebas the Phoenician, once as handsome 
and as tall as you, fills all the glasses. 
He can write in Ugarit’s forgotten script,
it’s bird-track characters metamorphosed, 
into these signs I learned in nursery school. 
He pours the Johnny Walker Black over 
crackling ice. Does it matter that Richard 
the Lion Heart is rotting in prison? 
That Saint Peter, tired by his journey 
that leads to crucifixion, rests beside 
the sea here at Latakia, named, may—
be for Alexander’s sister? She’s present 
tonight, her pretty pout as famous as 
her hair.

 Oh, I have been here several lives 
before, have climbed these marble stairs, entered 
this same door, listened to the cocktail chat, 
have laughed, will laugh some more. From down the lane 
a statue of the Virgin sings a song
no one knows. Beside this sea Deborah
weaves tents; Paul weaves arguments from Plato’s 
thought. Hear him in the middle of the room, 
his voice booming with Pharisaic zeal, 
one eye still bandaged, though it, too, will heal.

My love sits by the window, looking out 
at the olive groves’ wind-blown silver leaves
swaying like prisms from knotted branches.      
What is given is different in this
country. Paul takes a glass of wine for his
stomach. Linda and Mike take two; Peter
drinks three—no excuses. The Commander
of the Legions does not come; we discuss
his bribes, his summer house in the mountains.
Helen flirts, Clytemnestra’s smile is grim.
Cleo and Antony worry about

Ann Struthers
Phlebas the Phoenician
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jealous Portia home in Rome, yet draw
toward each other, magnet to iron.

Maybe none of us can help ourselves to
become better. We are a motley crew,
lovers, murderers, martyrs, small-time crooks 
taking bread from the poor.
    Zachariah
changed. Mary Magdalene, and a few poor 
fishermen, geniuses for punishment, 
Saul of Tarsus transformed into Saint Paul, 
tent-maker, traveler, light-struck thinker, 
man for the times, gloriously fallible.
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The Latin Professor lives in the country 
drives a little red pickup, 
fills its box with grass seed, 
Omalene for his horses,
the Georgics of Virgil.

The philosophy professor drives
a big black pickup. He carries 
Heidegger, Sartre, Derrida and Foucalt. 
He needs wide tires, eight cylinders.

The German professor rides his bike, 
his saddlebags stuffed with umlauts, 
agglutinative affixes of Deutsch.

The crazy old poet comes on shanks mare, 
her knapsack bulges with words. 
Soft: lily petal, silk shirt, down pillow. 
Hard: arrow, knife, ax.

Ann Struthers
The Road to Work
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Ann Struthers
Planting the Sand Cherry

Today I planted the sand cherry with red leaves -
and hope that I can go on digging in this yard,
pruning the grape vine, twisting the silver lace
on its trellis, the one that bloomed
just before the frost flowered over all the garden.
Next spring I will plant more zinnias, marigolds,
straw flowers, pearly everlasting, and bleeding heart.
I plant that for you, old love, old friend,
and lilacs for remembering. The lily-of-the-valley
with cream-colored bells, bent over slightly, bowing
to the inevitable, flowers for a few days, a week.
Now its broad blade leaves are streaked with brown
and the stem dried to a pale hair.
In place of the silent bells, red berries
like rose hips blaze close to the ground.
It is important for me to be down on my knees,
my fingers sifting the black earth,
making those things grow which will grow.
Sometimes I save a weed its leaves
are spread fern-like, hand-like,
or if it grows with a certain impertinence.
I let the goldenrod stay and the wild asters.
I save the violets in spring. People who kill violets
will do anything.
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Ann Struthers
The End of the Day

To watch the sunset at Wadi Rum
We ride across the desert on benches
in the back of the 1950’s pick-up
past the petroglyphs on the red rocks
to the outcroppings sanded smooth by eons
of time with sand in their teeth.
The princes in their long sheepskin cloaks,
fleece turned to the inside, whirl past
in a new jeep. January wind skirls.
Sun diffuses from marigold
to pale peach, persimmon, coral,
cerise, rust, sheen of crimson.
Clouds’ edges lit with gold
like Bible pages, finally suffusing
into cool mist, fine as silk.

Lawrence and the Arab army
camped here, exhausted but exhilarated
because the Turks at Aqaba thought
no one could cross the fierce wilderness
behind them. The camels ridden hard,
men ridden harder by their fantastic hopes.
Tomorrow their triumph. I can still feel
it here where Lawrence sat, knowing the sun
that evening set on an age, and he must have shivered,
as I do, as he thought of what was to come.
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Poems first appeared in the following publications:

“Friends of My Childhood” Stoneboat

“Not Knowing Why” Coe Review

“Writing Moby-Dick” Poetry, The Alcott Family Arrives

“Alcott’s Axe” Hudson Review, The Alcott Family Arrives

“Coleridge and Wordsworth’s Gang” Southern Humanities Review

“Dancing Among Women” Licking River Review, nominated for Pushcart Prize

“Phlebas the Phoenician” The Briar Cliff Review, nominated for Pushcart Prize

“The Road to Work” Coe Review

“Planting the Sand Cherry” Poet & Critic, Stoneboat, Ted Koosner column

“The End of the Day” The Iowa Review 
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I suppose we might thank Hollywood for this: 
you can sit on the bench at the corner 
of Consolidated and Corn-Town Road 
and watch a child with iron-pierced lips

flag down a Harley and wrap tattooed arms 
around a born-to-be-wild wife-beater, 
then ride off into what used to be called 
a sunset—until the evenings gave way

to television and Budweiser, cheap meth 
and a little patch of pot, home sweet home. 
Well, that's how the show goes in Ohio. 
The rock-and-roll Baptists out by Wal-Mart

preach pretty hard against such plagues, 
but God knows they're the stock of the same 
wicked soup, when factories go, when farms go,
and daylight can't hang on any longer.

William Joliff
Union County Sunset
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William Joliff
What About This Weather?

Demons are easy to spot: tornadoes 
that level wholesome Kansas towns, 
gales that isolate the Northwest coast, 
droughts that fill tent camps with refugees.

But how a saint will move, a single cloud 
that sails above a front or flies the other way, 
that’s not even noticed until some nun 
looks up from prayer to see it—beatific.

Or watch how anger storms around a house: 
closets cleaned to find a single thimble,
the magnificent rattling of cookware,
the quiet that walks the border of a curse.

These days I watch the skies like a farmer, 
stunned by what can be foretold and what I’ve missed. 
To some, weather is flat as a window. 
But I keep on finding myself out in it.
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Tony Tracy
Med Head

 One world is enough for all of us 
 —The Police

To prove to myself I haven’t lost capacity to spring
a lark, I sport a stocking cap and leather gloves while clad
in running shorts. I declare it’s was time to fire up
the mower, to oil and gas the old cutter a month past
the growing season. My wife thinks I’ve lost it,
wonders aloud if I’ve stopped taking my meds— round
versions of SSRI’s halved and quartered, horse capsules
of lithium carbonate swallowed deliberately, ingested faithfully,
in astute obeisance with mental health practitioners
who feel my receptivity to the world should be “tweaked”,
“dialed down”. Grotesquely amused, my boys fall into
fits of lunacy when they catch my appearance. Travel having
kept me from fall rituals, I wish to tend my modest
lot of suburban sprawl. Today rinds of frost glaze
the rooftops, flakes flutter and jig, bejewel the air.
Under a blustery, gunmetal sky I imagine the pear trees
that must have dazzled scant weeks ago— crimson fire
contained within the shape of a match’s head. Today their
shriveled remains clack like a death rattle in the November chill.
And though the succulence of summer is gone, there remains
a strange need to commemorate, to honor a transitional moment
though the moment is gone. I wave towards the neighbors’
incredulous faces, salute the cars that slow and stare as I push
and pull the rust-measled Toro over the yard with the euphoric vigor
of a man released minutes before the gallows, from the detention
of his life as a prisoner of hell, from the self-nullifying wounds
of his own affliction—turbulent malady of trying to live
in two worlds at once.
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Tony Tracy
Stuff of Legend

It goes without saying I'm not the first alkie questioning his decision
to go on the lamb. Dry days of courage, pills designed to regulate 
neuro-transmitters have failed miserably. Runner's high, commitment

to counsel's verbage are what have kept me away, that and pilfered funds, 
early dispersals of 401K, notion that money spent, the accumulation of personal 
affects, could be suitable collateral for the delusion I could manage drink.

I fault Mickey Rourke, his sleazy yet endearing treatment of "Buk", 
how he made the drinking life seem gutty and cavalier, an existence 
worth embracing as long as poetry flowed and a woman of fidelity

and bright constitution, a woman with fine features and a spark of bravado,
 a woman like Faye Dunaway was waiting for you. Pshaw! The over-
amplified rubbish of writing! The sick and manipulative language

of addicts! Historians of bad behavior, self-made debauchery, how after 
a 3-day bender one could drift so far from conscientious bearings
 that you, yes you, while your wife was away, could sit a call girl

in an oak rocker as your boys dressed for school on the other side of the wall. 
And to think a week earlier you stood before your woman's steeley gaze, 
lurch of a 1151bs., and denounced, repeatedly, never ever having relations

outside the gold bands of trust. And did so deadpan, with utter confidence, 
belief of one trapped in the conundrum of pathology's maze. And now trembling 
thought to come off this hiatus like swimming between the jagged reef

of Syclla & Charibdis. Odds of surviving infinitesimally small, dire %age 
according to the gurus of AA; chances better at craps or roulette, a head-on 
at 60mph, a major league fastball flush in the face. But the empty savior is

beguiling, a treacherous lady singing in the two part harmony, thunderous 
ovation that rages in the veins. What to do, what to do? Jesus, you wonder how 
the fuck you could allow yourself to ever entertain. Know deeply the horrors,
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dark days of denial, how you perfected tricks of self delusion, embraced
 the mockery you made of your life under its thrall. No matter. Desire will 
enliven and revive. Dream can suggest and recall: arduous laughter,

clank of bottle and glass, how sumptuous meals were waved away in favor 
of the blur of beverage. Come morning, years removed from adolescent 
fun and pleasure, the annotated saga told by friend or family of all that

went wrong. And yet another headache, speculative bruise and banished ego, 
flurry of sarcasm and mocking asides that ended with removal from favorite 
restaurant by clownish pratfall.
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Ahimsa Timoteo Bodhrán
Gentlemen

sea      pier last day light
ol         skool bard court right
hand    hold door walk thru
head    rest arm all night
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D.A. Lockhart
Reminiscing About Hoffa at the Ivy Rose Motor Inn

On the upper catwalk, above the radiating black top of the parking lot below, 
an orange sun slips beneath slow bursts of cloud and is framed by paint caked railings. 
I watch over fifties, maybe forties, peach walls and patched tar roofs, watch as they 
give way to the steady sprawl of city as it pushes away from the river at an even horizon. 
Across the strip mall and smoke stack expanse, Jimmy Hoffa vanished thirty-five years ago 
beneath similar skies. Skies that now build towards a bluish, whitish, pinkish crescendo.

Blurred lines of cars move past carrion splattered curbs and skim rust stained sidewalks. 
Sidewalks left empty in the growth of night and the approaching curtains of rain. 
The junkyard next store billows smoke the colour of bruises, threatening 
in steady upward thrusts in advance of approaching rain. Rain that could separate 
metal from air and wash the carrion clean away. The air around me holds a metallic bite 
of consumed car parts, the odour of an imminent storm held at a river’s distance.

In a room below, the rattle of bottles becomes muffled voices
less hushed, somewhat violent in their embrace of the darkness of leased space.
The earth itself fumbles for climax, sparked by distant lightning, held off
by the smoke stack beside me. The concrete of the walkway below me is thinner
than scraped tile and rattles in the bluster of distant surging thunder, rolls
with the collapse of a Taurus trunk and the plaintiff honk of a nearby car alarm.

Hoffa was the union man in a city that carried home with it the afterbirth
of Union Hall cigarette smoke and bootleg liquor. Always the rumours of darker things,
the silent movement of money and discreteness of freshly disturbed dirt lingered.
The empty lot of the Red Fox those decades ago never changed those facts
for men and women that once had reason to come home happy/tired at night.

Once great sounds of civilization turn to animal moanings below. 
And thunderheads keep growing in the backlight of sunset and 
slink away towards the deliverance of others. Their sun kissed sins 
alone in this aging riverside city have been tempted again 
by the cleansing act of rain against the hard packed summer earth.
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Arlene L. Mandell
The Endless Unknown*

I stare at an illustration comparing the endless loop of infinity with
the tight construction of a paper clip.

Once again I resolve to simplify my possessions, throw away 
something each day—a single sock, a dusty candle, the wrinkled 
pear in the back of the refrigerator, as if this will somehow help
humanity. If I keep discarding bits, I reason illogically, one day 
inspirational words will fill the emptying space, and they do, but 
they’re not mine and not in English:

 mai pen lai

never mind—bitterness we hold in our throats, endless ways we’ve 
been wronged, rotted tree stump of envy, jagged boulder of 
shattered bliss

 mai pen lai

let it go—drop it and get on with life.

 *title of a drawing on graph paper by Natasha Tibbott.
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Sharon Rose
Seven Billion Divided by One

No más canto, 
porque lo siento, 
tu no cantas conmigo 
este tiempo.

Heartless, he strangled the thought between his lips,
as if breathless words wouldn't be heard
and somehow justify his aging response
to ever-youthful pain: fresh and new and pining
for that one thing, that one gene, that one, one, one.

But only one? What of two, 
of division? What of the way 
our calculations rip the equation 
to falsify the sum of this multiplication: 
seven billion souls humming 
like a bird on little wings, beating 
too fast to be seen, with long beaks, 
distended tongues, dipping into nectar 
to feed the need to fill the hole 
with sweet release and ovum the size 
of pindrops? The echoes fill ears 
like the heartless whisper he thinks 
he's sung to breezeless masses.

No one ever heard except the hollow
of their heads: cavernous expanses
filling cavernous voids, the pitch
and shudder of each slight wind
as it whips around the walls, erodes
dripping calcite which falls
in millennia like slow icicles and teeth,
biting the bottom, tripping up
to the top on a non-stop path to fill it up,
erase the acoustics of this place,
so sound can't bounce around so clearly,
so distinct, so little less than unique.
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He's humming what we hummed; we're heartless, 
save for tiny beats which trip in triple time, fed 
on unprocessed honey with pollen stuck 
to every orifice and spread to the next flower 
so we all sneeze in unison the next time.
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William Spencer
Old Coat

The setting is inside an old coat that looks like Camus 
in Paris and smells like a dime cigar and the hint of 
cheap but adequate wine.

Inside the coat is a person, but more importantly two 
shoulders. Just outside the coat are two hands. 
The shoulders and hands shake; they don't have the 
endurance for this sort of thing.

The person is trying to pinpoint the exact moment he 
became a sinner, but cannot come up with anything. 
He realizes he might not be a real sinner at all, but 
the realization does nothing for his guilt.

Outside, it may not actually be cold enough for the 
coat.
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Whitney Hu
The Question

Every year, at the party,
her bejeweled hand of gaudy rings snakes out
and grabs me by my upper arm before steering me 
towards her gaggle of menopausal Chinese women. “You know Chinese now?” 
One asks and when
I shake my head, they start clucking at me.  “You go to college?” I nod and they 
smile, their heads bobbing.
“You become doctor?” I shake my head, that damn clucking ensues. 
The one with drawn-on eyebrows looks at me. “You have boyfriend?” 
I shake my head, and the women begin to speak in fast Chinese. 
The grip on my arm becomes a vice as they phrase their best advice.
“Find good Chinese boy.”

They pat me on the arm as the one with replica eyebrows 
offers me a sympathetic smile before taking leave.
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Hannah Keast
Nomad

$400 bought my hard-earned
silver 1984 BMW with a bullethole.
Inside the worn leather paired with the exhaust fumes
reeked of adventure.

Airbags hadn’t yet been invented by 1984,
according to my father; who laughed when I called him
one winter night
in a ditch by the interstate
cradling a headlight.
But nonetheless my silver tank
kept me in a constant state of transition.

Turn left and go to school
or right and go to work.
Or just keep going,
the street lights beckoning toward the edge of town,
driving along dark country roads,
pretending I’m the only one who ever felt like this.
Eventually the tank hits empty
And I’m stranded in freedom,
waiting for my mom or dad to come get me,
and pretend like they understand.
They didn’t, but I still love them anyway.

In my car, I’m in charge.
I make the decisions.
I set my speed, my course.
Comfortable breathing open window air.
I craved escape, lived for it.
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George Such
Pied Brunch*

Fruit
Glory be to the mouth for taste, for dappled buds on tongues adazzle, for wazzle-dazzle 
flavor, for taste of berries, just picked berries, raspberries filled with juice, juicy fingers, 
fingers lips, kiss fingers, lips, nips, couple-colored sips. Sweet. Slow. Swift. Slow. Swift. 
Sweet. Plotted and pierced. Grapes, wine yeast on grapes, grape clusters hanging, scent 
of apples, dates, pomegranates, figs

Bread
Bread of Life. Bread. Body. Communion. Loaves, loves, love loaves, love muffins, whole-
grain muffins, buns, freckled buns, buns freckled with sesame seeds, buns, nuns, tons of 
nuns with buns, warm buns run to the room, the door kaboom! Room-room. Knead-
need. Cum by ya, My Lord, Cum by ya. Ya ya ya. Someone’s baking Lord, making 
loaves.

Fish
Fish and loaves. Loaves and fishes. Loves and fishes. Fishes and loves. Fish love. Love 
fish. Feed five thousand. Feed Four thousand. Loaves and fishes. Trout. Trout with 
rose-moles in stipple. Stipple fickle. Fickle tickle. Bass. Sass bass mass. Massachusetts. 
Bassachusetts Dappled bass. Sassy bass for Mass. Salmon! Pink salmon. Slammin 
salmon. Raw salmon. Sashimi! Sashimi for Mass! Sashimi in soy sauce! Gleaming 
salmon sashimi

Wine
Better is thy love than wine. Sip. Sup. Cup. Take this cup and sup and sip. Drink 
wine, red wine. Spirits. Light, not a heavy red, like Pinot, yes! Pinot Noir! Pinot Noir! 
Pinot! Pinot! Pina! Pina! Pina Colada! Pina Colorado! Pina Mountains of Colorado! 
Pina Mountains of Wyoming! Pina Tetons! Pinot Tetons! Pinot salmon Tetons! Pinot 
slammin salmon! Pinot loaves and fishes! Oh Lord, Cum by ya!

Honey
Milk and honey. Honey bunny. Funny bunny. Bunny tummy. Tummy honey. Bees 
buzzing. Buzzing tummy. Head fuzzy. Fuzzy wuzzy buzzy. Fuzzy flowers. Buzzy wuzzy 
showers. Fingers grasping grass. Clover in grass. Finding four-leaf clover. Rollover in 
clover. Cloves. Loaves with cloves. Loaves with honey. Funny honey. Sticky lips and 
finger tips. Lick them! Praise them! Taste them!

  *(with thanks to Gertude Stein and Gerard Manley Hopkins)
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Eric Paul Shaffer
Paul and Victoria

Paul and Victoria are the people people who think they know us 
think we are. To me, they say, “Paul, why don’t you and Victoria

join us?” For drinks. For dinner. For long enough for a crowd 
to gather and you to fade from mind and memory as your names do

when we frown to recall them. We rarely and really remember you 
only when a use for you occurs, as we think of duct tape, wallpaper,

or a podium to set the stage for a speech for more important guests. 
We two know Paul and Victoria are not us, yet they stand for us,

as ciphers saving space for figures of value, as empty cannisters 
labeled flour, coffee, sugar, or tea, as otherwise vain actors claim

character from lines inscribed for them to speak. Paul and Victoria 
are padded hangers for suits tailored to a P or V, easy to alphabetize,

hard to recognize. They are our quaint quasi-egos, alien only 
to us, the two who stand between us and everyone else with a life

of their own. Paul and Victoria attend parties, dinners, weddings 
and funerals to assist in other joys and grief. They greet mourners

at the wake, donate hours to good causes and sudden catastrophes, 
pin hundred-dollar bills to the bride’s gown. They calm the rowdy

drunken uncle before he makes a scene at the reception or the grave. 
All are grateful, and forget to say so, yet our deepest kindness is

never acknowledged, for none think to thank us for accepting that those who 
see us as they wish to see us, see us as who we are not.
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Eric Paul Shaffer
Without Turning On the Lights

For years, I've arrived late at my own door,
  and entered without turning on lights. It's not 

I'm at ease with a house of shadows. I'm as frightened

  as anyone by the horrors night can conceal. 
 Yet when I was a boy, my sight was so poor
 I learned the arrangement of rooms, the angles

 of walls and corners, the heads and landings of stairs
  so surely that I no longer needed to see 
 to walk among the chairs and tables and shelves

  and lamps with which we furnish lives. 
 At first, distracted by night, I tried to see,

even encompassed in emptiness void of light,

 but finally, I found my way best without looking,
 and in my passage through the dark,

I closed my eves to what I couldn't see.
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Ann Robinson
Dutchman’s Pipe

What scent, whiff
drove this creature into the wrong hour?

The fly circled the rim
of the piped flower,
wandered into the fluted portals.

This heart-shaped flower 
resting on a vine,

small trap 
of loveliness.

The fly returned to my petalled civilization, 
drunk with pain, 
dying on my flagstone.

In my garden, 
beauty is dangerous.

Pollen stings, a bee warns,
my wrists have been choked by vines.

My life is small, doubtful with expectations. 
See how the hummingbird rides the heart, 
calms me when it can.
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Andrew Spencer
The Tree

1.

Holding the weight
of this silent cathedral on my conscience, 
I peer into the basin 
       of holy water.

Wavering at the door, 
thoughts of purity 
and impurity.

Afraid to sully the waters, afraid
      to go on without
their sheen on my fingertips and forehead, 
the sign of the cross, cross 
my fingers
     and enter.

2.

If you should grow weary
of these lofty ceilings receding
  into darkness, 
golden pulpits empty and silent
 then slip
between the massive oak doors 
     and find—

  in a field nearby
 the kind of tree that doesn’t mind 
 dropping its blossoms
  in a pool at your feet.
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Michael T. Young
Peculiar Smoke

The smell of clove cigarettes climbed the escalators
carried in a basket of nostalgias
bound to its claustrophobic weave as tight as our studio
back in the summer of 1990
where I first tasted that peculiar smoke,
three of us living in one room for the sake of art,
love and adventure, the August heat an impossible weight
dripping from us like a future rooted in New York streets
until it called itself home.
It was a summer of brandy, sex and poetry,
when we believed in nothing except our passions
and obsessions and picked at the one loose thread
in the tapestry, its story unraveled
until no one could remember how it went,
only, here and there, a little color, a bit of scenery,
a shaft of summer light like a support beam
running under the floor of tomorrow’s weather,
a passage of music threading reflections in the window
and making sense of it all only years later
in the click of an escalator,
its cycle of rotating belts and collapsing steps
carrying me up and down and through
the long, circular days.
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James Valvis
Riddle

The aloof, thin woman with the blonde hair
glides onto her treadmill, taps panel buttons 
like a musician playing a harpsichord, 
and begins jogging with perfect posture, 
hands balled like diamonds, so you know 
she’s coasted since birth and will until death,

while on the creaking treadmill next to her,
a frumpy woman wipes ooze from her eyes,
her face ugly, as she labors to walk,
the back of her shirt an Rorschach inkblot
of tearing claws, her sour breath wheezing, weak,
as she stabs at the pause to stop her whole life.

Just one of these two women smiles at you. 
The surprise, and the riddle, is which one.
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James Valvis
At the Gym

Here where people come to get beautiful
there’s no elegance. The forty-and-fat farts
and hopes no one hears. The manicure model
sweats like a trucker filling up in August.
The fey-and-fabulous in the seventies headband
averts his eyes from the wall-length mirror,
frowns down at his shriveled ball bulge.
Even the musclehead, lats like tucked wings,
bare tan chest with pierced dark nipples
that could be drawers with handles,
the kind that would open and be empty,
even he grunts over the weight of the weights,
veins straining as eyes plead for more power.
Dante could not have composed
a better ring of hell for the physically vain,
the pathologically fit. And you—
why are you here? Is it not your mother
sitting in a Florida trailer, five foot two
and 350 pounds? Is it not also your father
smoking four packs a day around oxygen tubes
he wore on his face like a thin blue mustache?
So many canto Dante kept to himself.
What is left now, in the middle
of one’s life, but to grab dumbbells,
so aptly named, and show them all what hell,
what desperate inelegance, looks like.
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